Either Sex for the Holiday Hunt

As of now the holiday hunt for CDAC is specifically for antlerless deer. I think it would be beneficial to see an option for the CDAC to have a type of either sex hunt. One type would be if a hunter shot a doe during the 9 day season they could fill there buck tag during the holiday hunt. The second option would be open either sex, all this would be based off the CDAC goals and public comment. Therefore, be it resolved that the Conservation Congress at its annual meeting held in Outagamie county on April 12th, 2021 recommend working with the DNR and CDAC to change the tool of the holiday hunt to either sex hunt.

Do you support changing the Holiday Hunt as described above to an either sex hunt?

Steve Ninneman
N2545 st rd 76
Hortonville, WI 54944
920740-2821
HONYUK@AOL.COM
Outagamie County

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.